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eFigure 1: Counts by Race, Ethnicity, and Sex for Medical School Applicants, 2002-2017

Applicant Counts, 2002–2017

eFigure 1 legend:
AIAN - American Indian or Alaska Native
NHOPI - Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
URM – Under-represented in medicine (Black, Hispanic, AIAN, NHOPI, Two or more races)
Red line with red squares – Black males
Red line with red circles – Black females
Purple line with purple squares – Hispanic males
Purple line with purple circles – Hispanic females
Blue line with blue squares – Asian males

Blue line with blue circles – Asian females
Orange line with orange squares – White males
Orange line with orange circles – White females
Green line with green squares – AIAN males
Green line with green circles – AIAN females
Pink line with pink squares – NHOPI males
Pink line with pink circles – NHOPI females
Black line with black squares – URM males
Black line with black circles – URM females
eFigure 2: Proportions by Race, Ethnicity, and Sex for Medical School Applicants, 2002-2017

**eFigure 2 legend:**
- **AIAN** - American Indian or Alaska Native
- **NHOPI** - Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
- **URM** – Under-represented in medicine (Black, Hispanic, AIAN, NHOPI, Two or more races)
- Red line with red squares – Black males
- Red line with red circles – Black females
- Purple line with purple squares – Hispanic males
- Purple line with purple circles – Hispanic females

Blue line with blue squares – Asian males
Blue line with blue circles – Asian females
Orange line with orange squares – White males
Orange line with orange circles – White females
Green line with green squares – AIAN males
Green line with green circles – AIAN females
Pink line with pink squares – NHOPI males
Pink line with pink circles – NHOPI females
Black line with black squares – URM males
Black line with black circles – URM females
eFigure 3: Counts by Race, Ethnicity, and Sex for Medical School Matriculants, 2002-2017

Matriculant Counts, 2002–2017

Matriculant Counts, 2002–2017

eFigure 3 legend:
AIAN - American Indian or Alaska Native
NHOPI - Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
URM – Under-represented in medicine (Black, Hispanic, AIAN, NHOPI, Two or more races)
Red line with red squares – Black males
Red line with red circles – Black females
Purple line with purple squares – Hispanic males
Purple line with purple circles – Hispanic females
Blue line with blue squares – Asian males
Blue line with blue circles – Asian females
Orange line with orange squares – White males

Orange line with orange circles – White females
Green line with green squares – AIAN males
Green line with green circles – AIAN females
Pink line with pink squares – NHOPI males
Pink line with pink circles – NHOPI females
Black line with black squares – URM males
Black line with black circles – URM females
eFigure 4: Proportions by Race, Ethnicity, and Sex for Medical School Matriculants, 2002-2017

Matriculant Proportions, 2002–2017

Matriculant Proportions, 2002–2017

eFigure 4 legend:
AIAN - American Indian or Alaska Native
NHOPI - Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander
URM – Under-represented in medicine (Black, Hispanic, AIAN, NHOPI, Two or more races)
Red line with red squares – Black males
Red line with red circles – Black females
Purple line with purple squares – Hispanic males
Purple line with purple circles – Hispanic females
Blue line with blue squares – Asian males

Blue line with blue circles – Asian females
Orange line with orange squares – White males
Orange line with orange circles – White females
Green line with green squares – AIAN males
Green line with green circles – AIAN females
Pink line with pink squares – NHOPI males
Pink line with pink circles – NHOPI females
Black line with black squares – URM males
Black line with black circles – URM females